
   Twelve South HiRise Pro stand for MacBooks, Notebooks

Brands

Twelve South
Producer no.

TS-2211

Article no.

TW1177ZZ
EAN / GTIN

0811370024424

MRP

109,99 €

- Adds from 6cm to 15cm of height for a more ergonomic desktop setup
- Elevates webcam to eye level to look your best on video calls
- Built-in housing to add the Apple MagSafe Charger (not included) to the base
- Fits all laptops, notebooks, MacBooks from 11 to 16 inch variations

HiRise Pro for MacBook, an adjustable stand to elevate your notebook experience.

HiRise Pro does what fixed stands can’t do. It adjusts up and down to the perfect height for eye-
level video calls or to align with your favorite external display. HiRise Pro also holds your MagSafe
Charger for a streamlined workspace. The metal and leather-trimmed height-adjustable stand
beautifully matches Apple’s Pro accessories.

Designed for laptops of all sizes.
HiRise Pro for MacBook is a beautifully designed, height-adjustable stand that elevates your laptop
to a comfortable desktop. HiRise Pro does what fixed stands can't do, letting you set your screen
height from a few inches up to a half foot off your desk, making it perfect for MacBooks and users
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of all sizes. You'll see HiRise Pro as more of an upgrade than an accessory.

The convenience of a laptop, the comfort of a desktop.
HiRise Pro elevates your laptop up off your desk, reducing neck strain and creating a more
comfortable work setting. Perch your MacBook on HiRise Pro and pair with your favorite wireless
keyboard and mouse to create an ultra-comfortable, super convenient workstation.

What goes up must come down.
This sleek, brushed metal stand has a spring-loaded stem that lets you easily raise or lower the
height to the viewing position most comfortable for you. If you connect your MacBook to an
external monitor, you can use HiRise Pro to align the two for the ultimate dual-display setup.

One stand for all Notebooks
Whether you use an 11-inch ultra-portable or a 16-inch MacBook Pro, this height-adjustable stand
delivers desktop comfort. HiRise Pro has v-shaped arms that are lined with a soft silicone that
grips the base of your Mac. The arms also allow maximum airflow around your laptop.

Charging in style
The leather-accented base holds another surprise: space to add the Apple MagSafe charging disc
makes HiRise Pro a dual-use stand. The raised charging platform lets HiRise Pro accommodate
phones with even the largest cameras (MagSafe Charger not included)
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